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Subject: VY News, Wednesday, May 19, 2004

1. Entergy: Missing rods not in spent fuel pool - Brattleboro Reformer(Towns, above fold, left side)
2. Entergy: No luck finding missing fuel rod pieces - Rutland Herald(Front page, on fold)
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If you have news items to contribute contact Pat Lyman - plyma90@entergy.com

Brattleboro Reformer, Wednesday, May 19, 2004 (Towns, above fold, left side)

Entergy Missing rods not in spent fuel pool

By CAROLYN LORIt
Reformer Staff

BRATTLEBORO -- At a meeting of the Vermont State Nuclear Advisory Panel, officials from Entergy
Nuclear Vermont Yankee confirmed that the two missing segments of highly radioactive fuel rods are not
in the spent fuel pool, and the New England Coalition asked for a "seat at the table."

"We have found nothing conclusive as of today to indicate where the fuel rods might be," said Jay Thayer,
site vice president at Vermont Yankee.

The segments were placed in a special container in the fuel pool in 1979, after a fuel rod came apart. On
April 21, the container was ordered opened by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission resident inspector,
David Pelton, revealing that they were missing.

The entire spent fuel pool has been searched with cameras, but turned up nothing.

According to Thayer, the search is now focused on combing through 25 years of records and interviewing
past personnel who may have knowledge of why and how the segments were removed from the pool.

So far about 65 personnel have been contacted.

Several panel members pressed Thayer to account for how the rods could have been lost and possibly
shipped out with low-level waste.

"How in heaven's name could that happen?" asked Russell Kulas.

Larry Crist, director of health protection with the Department of Public Health, criticized what he
characterized as the prevailing attitude in the nuclear industry that "nothing can happen."

"That's not true, things do happen," said Crist, adding that "some things are too big to fix after they
happen."

Thayer said that Entergy's response to the missing rods should be taken as evidence of how seriously the
company is taking the issue.

"I live in the Brattleboro area. I'm accountable to my employees. I'm accountable to my neighbors," said
Thayer.

While most of the meeting was dominated by Entergy's presentation, the New England Coalition made a
request at the end of meeting to be granted a "seat at the table."

Calling VSNAP meetings "infomercials" for Entergy, executive director Peter Alexander asked the panel to
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allow the coalition's nuclear experts to present information at future meetings.

According to Alexander, the coalition would present a more "skeptical view" than the Department of Public
Service has taken or been presented with.

David O'Brien, commissioner of the Department of Public Service and chairman of the panel, said that he
was not opposed to hearing other opinions. However, he did not agree with Alexander's assessment that
the department and the coalition had opposing views.

"We may have different opinions but we're not on opposite sides," said O'Brien.

Kulas suggested that the panel "aggressively consider what is being offered by the New England
Coalition."

Panel member Tim Nulty agreed with Kulas.

"The New England Coalition has earned the right to be recognized in a more organized way," said Nulty.

Also discussed at Tuesday's meeting were the cracks discovered in the steam dryers.

A total of 20 cracks were discovered during the most recent fuel outage. Brian Hobbs, engineer supervisor
at Vermont Yankee, characterized 16 of those cracks as "hairline" and not requiring repair, Similarly, two
14-inch cracks found in the skirt of the dryer were left untouched. The last pair,
which were 3 inches each, were fixed.

"We will be inspecting the steam dryer as thoroughly as we did during this past outage at every outage, I
believe," said Hobbs.

Plants that have undergone extended power uprates, such as Vermont Yankee is requesting, have had
problems with cracking in the steam dryer.

According to Hobbs, engineers will re-examine the component during the refueling outage of 2005, eight
months after the plant has increased power by 15 percent, if the request is approved by the NRC.
Ultimately Vermont Yankee hopes to boost power by 20 percent.

The cracks were not discovered beforehand, said Hobbs, because the steam dryer is not a safety-related
component and therefore not subject to thorough inspection. Because Vermont Yankee made
uprate-related modifications during the most recent refueling, the plant was more closely scrutinized.

Tuesday's meeting was attended by about 40 members of the public. Although most VSNAP meetings are
structured so that public comment comes only at the end, many people challenged O'Brien on this point.
He acquiesced and the floor was opened up to allow for some public input throughout Entergy's
presentation.

The meeting ran almost 90 minutes longer than scheduled.

Carolyn Lori6 can be reached at clories reformer.com.

Rutland Herald, Wednesday, May 19, 2004(Front page, on fold)

Entergy No luck finding missing fuel rod pieces

By SUSAN SMALLHEER Herald Staff

BRATTLEBORO - Despite three weeks of searching through its nuclear fuel records for the past 25 years,
Entergy Nuclear still hasn't found any documentation that shows where the two pieces of highly radioactive
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nuclear fuel are, Entergy Nuclear vice president Jay Thayer told a state nuclear advisory
panel Tuesday.

Meanwhile, plant personnel said 16 more hairline cracks had been discovered in the steam dryer in
addition to the four cracks previously disclosed last month.

The cracks are a result of aging of the stainless steel plate, engineer Brian Hobbs said. The additional
cracks were discovered when the plate was cleaned.

Thayer told the Vermont State Nuclear Advisory Panel that the fuel rod pieces from Vermont Yankee in all
likelihood are in either a low-level nuclear waste site in South Carolina, Washington state or a now-closed
federal facility in Beatty, Nev.

Thayer was grilled for most of an hour by the public and members of the panel over the missing fuel rods,
which were discovered missing on April 20. An extensive search of the plant's spent fuel pool with robotic
cameras failed to turn up a trace of the missing, highly radioactive fuel.

"How in heavens could this happen? How could this happen? There's something unbelievable about this.
Spent fuel is much more dangerous," said panel member Russell Kulas, a physicist and public member of
the panel.

Thayer admitted that he didn't know if Entergy personnel would have discovered the missing fuel on their
own, if they hadn't been pushed by the resident NRC inspector.

David O'Brien, commissioner of the state Department of Public Service, said Entergy still had a credibility
problem, and he voiced displeasure with the federal Nuclear Regulatory Commission as well for so far
ignoring the state's concern about a key aspect of the plant's proposed 20 percent increase
in power.

And another panel member, Larry Crist of the Vermont Department of Health, sharply faulted Entergy
Nuclear for its 'practice and attitude," which he said translated to the general public that Entergy "could do
no _wrong,O and as a result, nothing was wrong at Vermont Yankee.

"The attitude is that the plant is so well run nothing can happen," Crist said. "The attitude overwhelms the
ability to look beyond."

Crist noted several recent problems at Yankee - the missing fuel rods, cracks in the steam dryer, a key
component, and soil dug up from the reactor site last fall and shipped to another town, only to be brought
back again - could largely be traced back to human error.

But Thayer denied that was the case.

"I take this very seriously," Thayer said, noting that intemally the plant receives about a dozen complaints
about everything 'from a broken door knob to missing fuel pins."

The culture is self critical, Thayer said.

Members of the public and the panel said it was clear that the missing fuel was only discovered by a
persistent inspector of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, David Pelton, who made Entergy Nuclear
employees go back and make a visual confirmation that the pieces were in a stainless steel pail at
the bottom of the 40-foot-deep pool.

William Sherman, the state nuclear engineer with the department, said his reading of Pelton's and other
NRC reports, indicated that Entergy Nuclear had violated federal regulations regarding the inventory of the
fuel, even though the company hadn't been formally charged with such violations so far.
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"It looks like a violation," Sherman said, admitting he may be "jumping ahead," after Entergy's Thayer said
the company hadn't been informed of any violation.

Peter Alexander, executive director of the anti-nuclear New England Coalition, said Entergy was
"soft-peddling" the fact that it violated its own processes by failing to verify the existence of the fuel rods in
a stainless steel bucket.

After the meeting, Thayer said that so far Entergy's internal investigation showed that its procedures were
inadequate to verify the existence of the broken fuel pieces, which were created when plant personnel 25
years ago were loading fuel rods into a new fuel assembly. The fuel rods had damaged
cladding or covering, and had been removed from the reactor core because they were leaking excess
radiation.

Vermont Yankee is the only operating reactor in the country that has lost track of some of its irradiated
fuel. The only other reactor that has lost track of its spent fuel, Millstone 1 in Connecticut, is shut down.
The NRC has ordered all nuclear reactors in the country to make a complete inventory
of all its nuclear fuel; so far Vermont Yankee is the only one to report fuel missing, although O'Brien said
the state was pressing the NRC for more information on the issue.

The New England Coalition asked O'Brien for a more involved role in the VSNAP meetings, saying that its
experts had extensively studied Yankee and the proposed power increase, and could provide a valuable
role during the meetings.

Too often the state panel's meetings are "infomercials for Entergy," and lack critical information, said
Diana Sidebotham of Putney, president of the Brattleboro-based coalition. "We would give a balance to
what Entergy says,' she said.

Sidebotham and Peter Alexander, executive director of the group, said that if it hadn't been for the
coalition, much critical and important information about the uprate and other nuclear issues wouldn't have
been public.

O'Brien said he was "a real stickler" for civility and mutual respect, and he questioned the coalition's
record on that front, as well as "making assertions without substantiation."

Sidebotham said that certainly wasn't true of the coalition, but O'Brien hadn't a different view. mThat hasn't
been my experience."

Several panel members said they would welcome the coalition's presentations and continued involvement
in the meetings.

"Our agenda is 100 percent controlled by what happens at Vermont Yankee," Kulas said.

Earlier in the meeting, Entergy Nuclear engineer Brian Hobbs said the recent cracks discovered in the
steam dryer, a key component on the top of the reactor, were a result of aging of the plant.

He said that cleaning of the stainless steel plate, which helps remove water from the steam coming off the
reactor, revealed 16 hairline cracks, as well as the other four cracks previously disclosed.

The bigger cracks were repaired within a day of their discovery. While the steam dryer is not considered a
key safety component, its fragmentation could pose a significant safety problem.

Hobbs said the cracks were discovered because of the in-depth review being done of the plant in
preparation for the power increase or uprate.

Contact Susan Smallheer at susan.smallheer@ rutlandherald.com.
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